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Chapter 2621: Inheritor of the Lord of Reincarnation 

   Ji Lin pondered for a moment, a firm color appeared on his beautiful pretty face, his eyes looked 

towards Cold Poison City, seeming to penetrate the layers of mist, and saw the poison monument. 

 

   "Master, the disciple has made up his mind to go in even if he is dead." 

 

  Xuan Lingzi seemed to have anticipated it, and he sighed, "Well, you stay here and go inside for 

your teacher. No matter what you have gained or not, this trip can't come in vain!" 

 

   Ji Lin entered the Kingdom of God in a short period of time. Although the realm of cultivation is 

advancing by leaps and bounds, but today, it is only a closed door realm. Even the strong in the middle 

of the Taixu realm can't enter this cold poison city, let alone she? New 81 Chinese website update the 

fastest mobile terminal: https:/ 

 

   Therefore, Xuan Lingzi made a decision to explore and seek opportunities for his apprentice. 

 

Xuanlingzi stood up, and was about to force the poisonous miasma, but Ji Lin hurriedly said: 

"Master...the disciple feels that these poisonous gases have no effect on me, and... the closer you get in, 

it hurts me. The cultivation base has actually been improved!" 

 

   Ji Lin pursed her lips lightly, his face was confused, and still a little uncertain, and then said: 

"Perhaps, the disciple can go in safe and sound?" 

 

   Xuan Lingzi was surprised at first, and then showed a look of excitement, "Is this... the reason for 

your unique physique?" 

 

   Congenital poisonous body, unparalleled in history, rare in a million years, should be special! 

 

   The two masters and apprentices discussed again. Seeing that more and more powerhouses 

entered, they couldn't take care of many, so they made a risky decision. 

 



   "Just try, Lin'er, stand behind me, if you feel unwell, don't hesitate to get out of it immediately, and 

I will help you as a teacher!" 

 

   Ji Lin nodded, his eyes shone brightly. 

 

   Xuan Lingzi took Ji Lin, the master and the apprentice one after another, cautiously stepping into 

the Poisonous Miasma area of Cold Poison City. 

 

   "Huh!! The hanging heart for the teacher, I finally let go of it!" 

 

  Xuanlingzi took a long sigh, and a layer of water-like light wafted all over his body. 

 

   This is the spiritual power of body protection. After entering this Cold Poison City, Xuan Lingzi 

discovered that the suppression of the cultivation base here is far beyond imagination. With his realm, 

even breathing here feels a little heavy. 

 

   Ten strengths are not saved! 

 

   Looking at Ji Lin on the other hand, she is completely opposite to Xuan Lingzi. After entering this 

abnormally changed Cold Poison City, she not only has not been suppressed and cultivated to the realm, 

but she is like a fish in water, her breath is high! 

 

   There is no need for Xuanlingzi to be distracted and protected. Ji Lin walks freely, and the 

poisonous gas around him seems to be drawn inexplicably, gathering her as the center, and then 

pouring into her body. 

 

   Ji Lin's cultivation base is also climbing at an incredible speed! 

 

   "Master, there, let's go in that direction! I can feel that something is calling me!" 

 

  Xuanlingzi was still stunned, Ji Lin pointed to the central area of Cold Poison City, where the Poison 

Character Tablet descended and said. Starting 



 

   "Go, go! Don't let others take the lead! Lin'er, as a teacher, I believe this opportunity must belong 

to you. If you get it, your future achievements will not be much worse than my master, hahaha!" 

 

  Xuanlingzi came back to his senses, his confidence doubled, and while laughing happily, he flew 

forward with Ji Lin. 

 

   "Ye Chen... catch up with your footsteps, this is my biggest purpose in pursuing this opportunity!" 

 

   Ji Lin sighed in his heart. 

 

  …… 

 

   At the same time, the Palace Lord Xuanyuan Moxie opened the barrier behind him. 

 

   A stream of light flew out of his hand and sank into the depths of the secret place. 

 

   Xuanyuan Mo Xie stood with his hand in his hand, waiting silently, but after ten breaths, the vast 

and deep breath seemed to wake up from his deep sleep! 

 

  咻! call out! call out! 

 

   Ten figures appeared in front of Xuanyuan Moxie almost in no particular order. 

 

   "See the Lord of the Palace!" 

 

   Xuanyuan Mo Xie nodded slightly to the ten people in front of him. 

 

   A thought diverged, and ten people instantly understood the reason why they came this time. 

 



   "The palace lord can rest assured that, under the chaos, I am waiting to be invincible in the world, 

the poisonous word monument must be the thing in the palace of heaven!" 

 

   "I have not been out for ten thousand years, this time not only for the reincarnation mysterious 

monument, but also to take advantage of the trend and promote the power of heaven!" 

 

   "……" 

 

   Among the ten elders of the Heavenly Dao Palace, there is only one from the center, dressed in a 

white robe, with low eyebrows and closed eyes, without saying a word, but the eyes of the other nine 

people looking at this person are full of awe... 

 

   "Okay, let's all go away. Choose suitable treasures, and set off immediately after a stick of 

incense!" 

 

   The low-key and powerful man in the white robe in the center said a word, and the other nine 

people stopped and disappeared. 

 

   Xuanyuan Mo Xie solemnly saluted this person, "My uncle, it has been five thousand years, and my 

nephew is really happy to see you again. I have worked hard this time." 

 

   To other people, Xuanyuan Moxie would not be so bent, but this person is special. 

 

   Xuanyuan Han, the pinnacle powerhouse of the ninth level of Slashing Evil Realm, is also the uncle 

of Xuanyuan Moxie! 

 

   Although the realm is not yet chaotic, this person has always made Xuanyuan Moxie at ease. 

 

   This time, in order to ensure that the mission is foolproof, Xuanyuan Moxie asked Xuanyuanhan, a 

blood-related senior, to sit down. 

 



   Xuanyuan Han, also known as "Extremely Yin Han Lao", cultivates the way of cursing and killing, 

killing people invisible! 

 

   "Palace lord, for a small poisonous word mysterious tablet, you asked me to make a fuss, right?" 

 

   White-robed Xuanyuan Han said. 

 

   "The purpose of my nephew this time is not just for the poisonous word monument..." 

 

   Xuanyuan Moxie squinted his eyes slightly, his face was murderous, and then said: "These days I 

have a vague guess, maybe... the new Lord of Samsara is about to be born!" 

 

   "But who it is, I'm still not sure." 

 

   "I have brewed the sky thunder to the extreme." 

 

   "I want to kill this person in the cradle." 

 

   rumbling! 

 

   The sky is rolling  The space is shattered, this is the anomaly caused by Xuanyuanhan's inability to 

control his qi machine! 

 

   "Inheritor of the Lord of Reincarnation?! Dang Zhu!!!" 

 

  …… 

 

   The time for a stick of incense quickly passed, and the ten late stage elders of the Slashing Evil 

Realm from the Heavenly Dao Palace tore up the space and quickly rushed to the Cold Poison City! 

 



   At this time, for the warriors who have entered the Cold Toxin City, it is just the beginning of a 

nightmare. 

 

   Poisonous beasts, powerful poisonous beasts overwhelming the entire Cold Poison City. 

 

  Xuan Lingzi and Ji Lin, the two masters and apprentices, also encountered an unprecedented crisis 

shortly after entering the Cold Poison City! 

 

   The poisonous beasts in the Cold Poison City are beyond common sense and are beyond 

imagination! 

 

"What's going on! I've been to this Cold Poison City before. The strongest poisonous beasts are only in 

the Taixu stage, and they don't appear in the periphery, only visible in the poison cave! But now, the 

poisonous beasts in the Taixu realm are in groups. , The poisonous beasts of the Slashing Evil Realm 

appeared one after another!" 

 

   A strong man from the late Taixu period snarled sharply. This person majored in Poison Dao. After 

the Poison Word Tablet appeared, he was the first group to enter this Cold Poison City. 

 

   Because of the cultivation technique, this person's cultivation level was not suppressed. Along the 

way, he killed many powerful enemies. When his arrogance was in full swing, he was suddenly attacked 

by poisonous beasts. 

 

"Damn it! There is a strange poisonous gas in this cold poison city. Our cultivation level is suppressed. 

Those poisonous beasts have increased. Not to say, there are a large number of poisonous beasts that 

have undergone abnormal changes and are dangerous. Dangerous!" 

Chapter 2622: Endanger 

   Some strong men perceive the crisis and have the mind to retreat. 

 

   "Hey! The more so, the more it proves that the greater the chance in the poison cave, the greater 

the chance that you will lose this life, and you will have to bet!" 

 



  The warriors who can enter this cold poison city are at least the cultivation base of the middle stage 

of the Taixu realm. Such strong people are self-contained, confident, and not afraid of hardships and 

dangers. 

 

   The place where the Poison Tablet fell into, happened to be in the underground poison cave in the 

center of Cold Poison City. 

 

   Xuan Lingzi and Ji Lin encountered many poisonous beasts along the way, tried their best, and they 

were all seriously injured. At this time, they had arrived at a place only ten miles away from the 

poisonous cave. 

 

   Further ahead is the entrance to the poison cave. Not only a large number of poisonous beasts, but 

also a large number of warriors gathered here. Starting 

 

   Poisonous beasts are strong but strong, and their IQs are low. These poisonous beasts gather here 

for the purpose of protecting the things in the poisonous cave, hating the warriors, and launching a 

fierce attack. 

 

More than a dozen poisonous beasts besieged Xuan Lingzi and Ji Lin, the two masters and apprentices. 

The golden blood overflowed from the corner of Xuan Lingzi's mouth, and the whole body was boiling. 

Poisonous beast! 

 

   Because of this ebb and flow, the Xuanlingzi burst out of such combat power, but used the method 

of fighting for life, burning the life of the essence and blood, and the consequences are huge. 

 

   Ji Lin's strength has been increased, but his own cultivation base is too low, barely able to defeat a 

powerful poisonous beast, but at this time, three powerful poisonous beasts surrounded him! 

 

   But with a few moves, Ji Lin was hit hard and was at stake! 

 

   "Lin'er!" 

 



   Xuan Lingzi's eyes were about to split, but he was overwhelmed and helpless. He watched Ji Lin fall 

into a desperate situation, and his heart sank to the bottom! 

 

   "Master, goodbye... Ye Chen, goodbye! After all, you and I have no chance, I can't stay with you 

forever..." 

 

   Ji Lin murmured in his heart at the last moment when his oil was exhausted, and the fire of life was 

about to disappear. 

 

   The tears ran across the crystal clear jade face, Ji Lin closed his eyes. 

 

   A three-headed monster poisonous beast raised its huge palm and patted Ji Lin. Under the control 

of the other two poisonous beasts, Ji Lin was unavoidable from this blow, and he would be 

photographed into a fleshy ending... 

 

   "Wow!" 

 

  In a sudden, a loud noise that resounded through the world came from the depths of the poison 

cave, and a monstrous and fierce flame spread! 

 

   The giant palms of the three poisonous beasts that covered the sky and the sun stayed in the air, 

and the other two poisonous beasts that had besieged Ji Lin stopped their attacks. 

 

   The weird thing is that the other poisonous beasts who attacked other warriors, after a moment of 

stunned surprise, continued their crazy attacks. 

 

   The roar seems to be aimed only at the three fierce beasts that besieged Ji Lin... 

 

  咚! Boom! Boom! 

 



A tiger-like poisonous beast emerged from the poisonous cave. It shook its body as it walked. Invisible 

black flames burned around its body. Everywhere it passed, even the space was infested with a layer of 

black. Poisonous enough to dissolve the space! 

 

   This is a poisonous beast whose strength is close to the chaos realm! 

 

   The warriors who were fighting with the poisonous beasts trying to break into the poisonous cave 

saw it, and they were shocked, and they quickly performed their own unique tricks to force the 

poisonous beasts back, and then fled! 

 

   The head of this poisonous beast rushed straight to Ji Lin, but the breath caused Ji Lin, who was 

already at the end of the crossbow, into a coma! 

 

   A blood basin opened with a big mouth, this poisonous beast swallowed Ji Lin directly into its 

abdomen, and then did not stop, turned around, and ran back to the poison cave! 

 

  Xuan Lingzi's face was gray, and when he was desperate, he screamed in anger: "Stop! Leave me as 

a disciple!!" 

 

boom! 

 

   The huge body of a poisonous beast smashed into the Xuanlingzi, and the Xuanlingzi vomited 

blood from the sky. He fell to the ground and could not afford it, but he could only watch... 

 

   The poisonous beast that swallowed Ji Lin sank into the poison cave! 

 

   Seven or eight pairs of ferocious eyes stared at Xuanlingzi, and the next moment he died, but at 

this time, the tiger-like poisonous beast leader made a sound again! 

 

  嗷嗷! 

 



   The poisonous beasts outside the poison cave seemed to have received the order, and they flew or 

rushed to the poison cave. 

 

   Xuan Lingzi luckily recovered a life, but he did not have the luck of the rest of his life. 

 

"Lin'er... ashamed of your teacher, I shouldn't have brought you here to take you on an adventure! Ye 

Chen, I am even more ashamed of your trust... Yes, Ye Chen, maybe Lin'er is not dead yet, only Ye Chen 

It is possible to save her!" 

 

   Although he knew that this hope was elusive and almost nothing, at this time, the Xuan Lingzi 

could only support this trace of faith. 

 

   Hobbled, his back was bleak, and the severely injured Hang Lingzi went to the outside of Cold 

Poison City. 

 

  Waiting for Ye Chen's arrival! 

 

   A gloomy light crossed the endless space and flew from the far west of the kingdom of God. 

 

   The faint light fell to the ground, like a scroll of mountains and rivers slowly unfolding, from which 

more than 100 warriors with extremely powerful aura came out! 

 

   This scene takes place outside Handu city. 

 

   Someone who was on the second floor of the Slashing Evil Realm's Divine Country's name was 

corrected, and he took a breath and turned around and left, and escaped. 

 

   "Huangquantu! The treasure of the town of Duye Palace! The opportunity here has led to the 

behemoth here! Needless to say, the Heavenly Dao Palace will also come, and I am afraid that it will be 

too late to run!" This San Xiu secretly said in his heart. 

 



   Li Fanyi, the lord of the Duye Palace Hall, led the top ten Shura powerhouses, using the "Absolute 

Weapon" Huangquan picture as a bridge, the Congenital Dao Palace rushed to the Cold Poison City! 

 

   "Hmph! It's very fast! Enter quickly, try to avoid fighting the Heavenly Dao Palace before you find 

the Poison Character Tablet!" Li Fanyi looked up, and while coldly giving orders, he entered Cold Poison 

City first. 

 

   After three breaths, the mysterious light descended from the sky, and ten imaginary and tangible 

figures appeared above the city of Cold Toxin. 

 

   The ten strong men of Heavenly Dao Palace are here! 

 

"Li Fanyi...what a Duye Palace It was never destroyed last time, but I didn’t expect them to resurrect, 

and now they dare to violate the way of heaven. Everyone, let’s do something this time. Fists!" 

 

   Xuanyuanhan caught the breath of an acquaintance, and said coldly. 

 

   The other nine ancestors of the Heavenly Dao Palace were extremely polite to Xuanyuan Han, but 

they were the only ones looking forward. 

 

   Xuanyuanhan is like a nine-day **** who is aloft, issuing judgments on all living beings: "Destroy 

the inheritors of the Lord of Reincarnation, kill Li Fanyi, and slaughter the creatures of Cold Poison City!" 

 

   Ten people from the Heavenly Dao Palace came, and the vast aura that disappeared invisibly made 

the world turbulent. 

 

   The weird poisonous mist that enveloped the Cold Poison City suddenly changed again, and wisps 

of black and red air emerged, the poisonous mist became denser, and the world became darker.ァ新ヤ
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"what!!!" 

 



   A scream of screams sounded one after another, and the poisonous fog suppressed the martial 

artist's cultivation base even stronger! 

 

   A few warriors who are worthy of entering the late Taixu stage are breaking into the critical 

juncture, and the whole body is suddenly contaminated by the newly emerging black and red gas, the 

spiritual power of the body is melted, the poisonous gas enters the body, unexpectedly, and died 

unexpectedly! 

 

"Reincarnation Stele, a thing that is contrary to the sky, has sensed the power of our heavenly way, and 

there is such a change. Old Han, we will be suppressed several times than other warriors, this..." One of 

the heavenly way Wei Da Neng frowned and said. 

 

   This person is the "Fu Mo ancestor", the realm of slashing the nine heavens in the Evil Realm. 

Chapter 2623: Heavenly Tribulation, come to this world! 

   "It's okay, the palace lord upholds God's will, he has anticipated it, and has made sufficient 

preparations... As long as I find the poisonous tablet, I have my own means to accept it." 

 

Xuanyuan Han Zhizhu was holding it, looking confident, his eyes swept across the Cold Poison City, and 

he snorted coldly: "Our soldiers are divided into two groups, Suzaku ancestor, you lead the four to stop 

the powerful in Duyedian and other forces. The five of us, only take the poison tablet, and then join 

together, and then slaughter this city!" 

 

   "Suzaku ancestor", another great power of the nine-layer peak of the Evil Realm, among the ten 

ancestors, the strength is second only to Xuanyuanhan! 

 

   The ten people fell like a meteor and entered the Cold Poison City with an extremely powerful 

posture. 

 

  …… 

 

   "Boom boom boom!" 

 



   Somewhere in the poisonous miasma, there was a sudden loud noise, spiritual power violent, a 

poisonous mist was blown up, a figure flew out, flew into the air, and barely staggered to the ground. 

 

   This person is the Xuanlingzi, and at the cost of blew a special golden needle, he forced the 

poisonous beast away and the poisonous mist, and finally escaped. 

 

   "Puff!" 

 

   was born by a fluke, and his mind was slightly relaxed, Xuanlingzi suddenly vomited blood, the 

blood was purple and black, smelly, but it was caused by poisoning. 

 

Xuan Lingzi took out a healing pill and swallowed it into his abdomen, temporarily suppressing the 

injury, looked around, found a remote place and flew here, landed cross-knee, and while healed the 

injury, a ray of spiritual thought Sticking out, paying attention to the outside world. 

 

   A sound transmission jade talisman was taken out by him, and Xuanlingzi was distracted in many 

places, passing thoughts to it. 

 

   Because of Ji Lin, Ye Chen had given it to Xuanlingzi for contact. 

 

   But this thing has the limitation of time and space distance. Ye Chen was close to Cold Toxin City, 

and he had time to receive news. 

 

  Xuan Lingzi watched many powerful men enter the Cold Poison City, and witnessed many forces 

rushing here in droves, but Ye Chen was not seen. 

 

   Although anxious, but helpless. 

 

   "Lin'er didn't die on the spot, so there is still hope of surviving... The poisonous beast rushed out of 

the poisonous cave, and it seemed that it came specifically for her! Yes... it must be so, Lin'er must be 

alive!" 

 



   Xuan Lingzi was suffering in his heart, and he blamed himself very much, and his heart was full of 

distracting thoughts. Mind is always perceiving the sound transmission jade talisman that is tightly 

packed in his hands. 

 

   "Buzzing!" 

 

   Suddenly, the sound-transmitting jade talisman that has not moved has a sound! First release 
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   Xuan Lingzi's dim pupils suddenly burst into a dazzling divine light, and his excited breathing 

became a bit short. 

 

   Ye Chen finally returned the news, which also means that Ye Chen is on the way to come, getting 

closer and closer to this cold poison city! 

 

   Somewhere one hundred thousand miles away from the top of a mountain peak, Ye Chen escaped 

from the void and landed here. 

 

Following the blood connection, Ye Chen kept on rushing, sensing that he was very close to the Poison 

Word Monument and locked the specific location of Cold Poison City. Ye Chen finally breathed a sigh of 

relief and planned to take a short rest and recover. Spiritual power, adjust one's own state to the best 

state. 

 

   He had a foreboding that going to Cold Toxin City would be extremely dangerous, so be prepared 

and don’t be rash. 

 

   At this time, he noticed the movement of the sound transmission jade. 

 

   Messages from the hanging spirit child one after another! 

 

   Ye Chen leaned into the jade talisman with a thought, and then the whole person's breath became 

extremely violent. 

 



  Excited, angry, and extremely worried! 

 

   "Jilin, Ji Lin! Don't make any trouble!!" 

 

   Ye Chen roared in his heart, not taking a break, disappearing to the top of the peak, and hurried to 

the city of cold poison. 

 

   When he first came to the Kingdom of God, Ji Lin always accompany him. The deep feelings 

between the two people don’t need to be mentioned. Ji Lin’s position in Ye Chen's heart can be 

imagined! 

 

   Xuan Lingzi left from his hiding place and came to a conspicuous area outside of Cold Poison City. 

On his slightly bitter old face, he was a little disturbed. 

 

   Spirit power fluctuated in the void, and a figure appeared directly in front of the Xuanlingzi. 

 

   is Ye Chen! 

 

   Seeing Ye Chen, Xuan Lingzi was excited first, then shocked! 

 

   Ye Chen in front of him gave him the feeling that his aura was not that strong, but just looking 

straight at him gave him a sense of threat of palpitation! 

 

   He knew that Ye Chen's realm was not high. This situation meant that Ye Chen's true combat 

power was definitely far superior to him! 

 

   How long has it been since then, Ye Chen's strength has actually increased to this point! 

 

  Xuanlingzi's spirit was shocked, because the stronger Ye Chen, the greater his hope of rescuing Ji 

Lin! 

 



   arched his hand at Xuan Lingzi, Ye Chen Qiang calmed himself, and asked in a deep voice what was 

going on. 

 

   Soon, the self-blaming Xuan Lingzi quickly explained the cause and effect. 

 

Although Ye Chen was angry, he was slightly dissatisfied with Xuan Lingzi's failure to stop Ji Lin, but he 

did not anger, comforted Xuan Lingzi a few words, gave him a bottle of healing sacred pill, and couldn't 

wait to rush to the poisonous mist of Cold Poison City barrier. 

 

   It is not too late, but if there is still a glimmer of hope, Ji Lin must be rescued! 

 

   Outside the Cold Poison City, there were a lot of warriors who stopped and did not dare to enter 

rashly, and many of them were strong from the late stage of the Taixu realm. 

 

   A few thoughts paid attention to Ye Chen, and someone suddenly laughed. 

 

   "A kid in the Void Realm, I don't know the power of this poisonous mist, he is really looking for 

death!" 

 

   "Oh...sorrowful, this son must be the end of no bones and souls!" 

 

   Ye Chen flew outside of the poisonous mist, without stopping at all, and without even looking at 

those who were savvy, he went straight in! 

 

   Then... 

 

   Ye Chen entered the Cold Toxin City and was faintly visible through the poisonous fog. Ye Chen 

walked in it like a stroll in a leisurely courtyard, and his figure went deep into it for a few flashes!ァ新ヤ
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   "This... how is this possible?!" 



 

   "Just walked in? This is too incredible, right? Even if the strong Zhan'er went in, he couldn't be so 

calm..." 

 

   A sound of inhaling cold air sounded, this scene almost shocked the warriors' jaws! 

 

   "Could it be...this poisonous fog has expired? I will try it!" 

 

   A strong man on the sixth floor of Taixu saw this, he suddenly thought of adventure, protecting his 

body with spiritual power, supporting his life magic weapon, and rushing into the poisonous mist like Ye 

Chen. 

 

   Then... 

 

   A scream sounded, and the body of this strong man who was close to the late Taixu period melted, 

his spiritual consciousness turned into smoke, and then... died! 

 

  The warriors are all dumb The figure of the young Taixu realm youth has become stalwart and tall 

in their hearts! 

 

   and...unfathomable! 

 

   Poison word monument descends from the cold and poisonous city, making this place a Jedi of Ten 

Thousand Poisons. 

 

   Great opportunity, accompanied by great danger, the warriors of the Kingdom of God are still 

rushing. 

 

  The blood of reincarnation has an incomparable connection with the profound stele of 

reincarnation. Therefore, after Ye Chen entered the cold poison city, he was more adapted to this place 

than Ji Lin's "innate poison body". 

 



   is like a fish in the water. For Ye Chen, this place is called the "Holy Land" for cultivation. 

 

   His cultivation level is also growing and climbing all the time under the influence of the breath 

escaping from the Poison Character Tablet. 

 

   But now, Ye Chen is not happy because... 

 

   He discovered that the tribulation that broke through to the Supreme Void Realm in this city is 

coming! 

 

   "Oops! Don't cross the catastrophe early, don't cross the catastrophe late, but at this time!" 

 

   Ye Chen was annoyed in his heart, but he still rushed to the poison cave quickly. 

 

  There is no other reason. Ji Lin was dragged into the poisonous den by the poisonous beast. Even if 

the catastrophe was added, Ye Chen ignored it. 

 

   Ye Chen felt that he was locked in by an invisible force, and wherever he passed, the poison gas 

was also stirred by this force, forming a vortex around him and above his head, layer by layer... 

 

   Heavenly Tribulation is brewing, and it may come down at any time! 

Chapter 2624: How to do? 

 

The moment Ye Chen entered the poison cave, the robbery came! 

 

Even though the Heavenly Dao was suppressed because of the Poisoned Word Monument, the 

Tribulation of Heaven was still unstoppable and landed on Ye Chen's head. 

 

The robbery clouds are rolling, the thundering formations, the sky is majestic, under this mighty sky, not 

to say that it is a warrior of the Supreme Void Realm, even if it is a strong person at the peak of the 

Supreme Void Realm or even the powerhouse of the late stage of Zhan'e, there is no escape. The 

reason. 



 

And this... is just a manifestation of the power of the first heavenly calamity! 

 

WINK to $1: Secure Your Spot Now! 

Ye Chen is not tolerated by the Heavenly Dao. When the Heavenly Tribulation falls, his person has 

nowhere to hide under the Heavenly Dao. The Heavenly Dao is angry. This disaster is a death disaster! 

 

As the inheritor of the Lord of Reincarnation, Ye Chen had long expected this, but at this moment, 

crossing the catastrophe was not what he wanted. 

 

But this calamity has to be crossed... 

 

"What can you do with me? If the sky wants to destroy me, I will destroy the sky! Come on, come on 

more violently!" 

 

Ye Chen looked up to the sky and screamed, exhaling his disgust! 

 

Click! 

 

The first tribulation fell, submerging Ye Chen. 

 

The thunder and lightning dissipated, Ye Chen's clothes shattered, his breath was slightly scattered, no 

injuries! 

 

If he dares to fight against the sky, Ye Chen naturally has a reliance on it, and this reliance is his own 

strength! 

 

Taixu Heavenly Tribulation, the level of Heavenly Tribulation that different warriors descended is 

different, the lowest of the Forty-Nine Heavenly Tribulation, the upper-grade Nine-Nine Heavenly 

Tribulation, the legendary Nirvana Purple Thunder Tribulation... 

 



Ye Chen's Heavenly Tribulation is hard to see in eternity, the highest level of World Destruction Thunder 

Tribulation! 

 

This is the thunder robbery that the Supreme Void Realm has to face! 

 

This is even more terrifying than the Thunder Tribulation that Zhan E faced! 

 

In this regard, Ye Chen had no surprise in his heart, because he was unique, the Lord of Samsara who 

even the Dao of Heaven was afraid of. 

 

The second tribulation then fell, Ye Chen's qi and blood rushed into his orifice, and he had not used the 

magic weapon, but still chose to resist... 

 

The nine heavenly tribulations, the further forward, the stronger their might; the hole cards that Ye 

Chen prepared cannot be consumed prematurely, and the last three thunder tribulations are particularly 

powerful, and they are the biggest obstacle to crossing the boundary of life and death! 

 

... 

 

Just as Ye Chen passed through the first tribulation of heaven, outside the poison cave, a strong man 

from Heavenly Dao Palace came to the place where he killed the poisonous beast. 

 

The "Tianmu Elder" of Tiandao Palace, a powerful person in the late stage of Slashing Evil Realm. 

 

The elder of Tianmu has double pupil and purple eyes. Although the cultivation base of the ten elders of 

Tiandao Palace is the bottom, he is very good at tracking secret methods. 

 

A pair of heavenly eyes go up to the nine heavens, and down to the nine quiets, the eyes are 

unparalleled. 

 

A blazing, substantive light radiated from his pupils to the surroundings, fragmentary pictures appeared, 

that was the scene of Ye Chen resisting thunder. 



 

"The palace lord's catastrophe has come! The inheritor of the Lord of Samsara! I finally found you!" 

 

Elder Tianmu caught Ye Chen's energy, smiled triumphantly, and walked towards the poison cave. 

 

At the same time, he conveyed his ideas to the other nine elders with secret methods, but did not stop. 

 

"The breath of the Supreme Void Realm...Without the fighting power of the late Slashing Evil Realm, it is 

not difficult to capture him alive when the elder I broke out. What's more, this son is on the verge of 

crossing the tribulation. This great contribution should be Mine!" Elder Tianmu said in his heart. 

 

... 

 

After the third tribulation, Ye Chen was slightly embarrassed, and his body suffered a few injuries, and 

he recovered as before under the circulation of energy and blood. 

 

Ye Chen's expression increased a little more dignified and earnestly, the God Slayer Demon Spear 

appeared in his palm, and he slowly clenched it. 

 

Next, you can no longer carry it with your body. 

 

Right now, Thunder Tribulation didn't need the Qinglian Heaven Slaying Sword. 

 

Zhutian God Demon Spear, he had upgraded his rank during Shenjizong's retreat, so he wanted to try it 

out. 

 

The jet-black cloud of tribulation obscured the sky, and the power of tribulation brewing within it 

revealed many anomalies, and the ghost of swords, guns, swords and halberds appeared. 

 

This fourth heavenly tribulation was actually the last transformation of the nine-nine-nine heavenly 

tribulations of the first class. The heavenly tribulation turned into a weapon shape, compared with the 

pure tribulation energy, the power is doubled! 



 

Rumble! 

 

At the same time that the robbery fell, Ye Chen stepped up to meet the robbery and stabbed out! 

 

The Demon Spear of the God of Death had already advanced to the level of ancient weapons in Ye 

Chen's hands. It had the power of slashing E's. Ye Chen shot with all his strength without reservation. 

Most of the power of the Fourth Heavenly Tribulation was cancelled out, and then... 

 

He was overwhelmed by the remaining power of the catastrophe. 

 

"Ahem..." 

 

Ye Chen landed on the ground with a soft cough. 

 

The Zhutian God Demon Gun was dim and dull, and was damaged in the catastrophe; not only that, Ye 

Chen's left hand holding the gun was dripping with blood, exposing Bai Sensen's finger bones, and the 

injury was not light. 

 

Although Ye Chen had the incredible ability to rebirth from a drop of blood in this level of cultivation, 

the injury could not be recovered immediately. It can be seen that it hurt the foundation. 

 

The fifth heavenly calamity was still brewing, Ye Chen swallowed a healing pill to gather energy and 

concentrate... 

 

At this moment, a blazing white light suddenly lit up from behind Ye Chen, shooting towards his 

Dantian! 

 

The alarm in Ye Chen's heart was sudden, and he immediately avoided the vital point. There was a sharp 

pain in the waist and ribs, a large piece of flesh and blood disappeared, and there was residual power to 

drill into the body. The silvery white light was extremely domineering and swallowed everything. 

 



Spiritual power enveloped the wound, Ye Chen forced out the silvery white glow and turned around at 

the same time. 

 

An old man with heavy pupils and purple eyes stood with his hands up and down, looking down at Ye 

Chen in a condescending posture. 

 

This person is the Tianmu elder of Tiandao Palace! 

 

"You can't find a place to break through iron shoes It's all effortless! Boy, you are so daring, do you know 

how to write death words here?" 

 

Elder Tianmu really didn't expect to see the Lord as soon as he stepped into the poison cave. 

 

"The running dog of Tiandao Palace!" Ye Chen said coldly. 

 

The elder Tianmu's cultivation technique breath, with a faint smell familiar to Ye Chen, that is the power 

of heaven, and the most disgusting taste of reincarnation blood! 

 

The blow of the elder Tianmu had the power of approaching Zhan'e Seventh Heaven! 

 

If it is normal, he might not care. 

 

But at this moment, he faced Thunder Tribulation, bound too much! 

 

Ye Chen felt a burst of danger! 

 

In the environment in the poison cave, Ye Chen's bloodline power played a huge role, which greatly 

increased his combat power. 

 

Under normal conditions, Ye Chen's comprehensive combat power is comparable to Zhan E's eight or 

nine layers of heaven, but because of being here, Ye Chen can display part of his regular combat power! 



 

On the contrary, the strength of this person in front of him has been weakened, and he can still be so 

strong in a single blow. It is conceivable that his true cultivation level must be very terrifying. 

 

Ye Chen knows that there are a lot of such powerful methods. If you pay a certain price, the strength 

that can burst out is probably not the enemy of your own ability! 

 

What's more terrible is that Ye Chen is at the critical juncture of crossing the catastrophe, and the fifth 

thunder catastrophe is about to fall! 

 

How to do? 

 

Ye Chen's thoughts turned rapidly, and soon thought of a countermeasure. 

 

I only have one shot! 

 

If he can't be severely injured or killed by a single blow, then this person will definitely make trouble 

while he is crossing the catastrophe. 

 

When the time comes, domestic and foreign difficulties will undoubtedly die. 

 

The elder Tianmu didn’t know. Ye Chen had already moved such thoughts when he said that. He looked 

up at the sky and didn’t care about Ye Chen’s insults, because in his eyes, Ye Chen now has nothing 

Different from the dead. 

Chapter 2625: Little Yellow Savior 

 

With a dead person, there is no need to care about the profit. 

 

"Tsk tsk, Tai Xu destroys the world thunder calamity, even if the elder doesn't do anything, under the 

anger of heaven, you can't escape. However, your kid may be the identity of the reincarnation lord, but 

it is worth the old man's action in exchange for some credit." 

 



The elder Tianmu was not in a hurry, but something he never expected happened... 

 

A sword emitting a monstrous magic light appeared in Ye Chen's intact right hand. At the moment when 

the fifth heavenly calamity was falling, Ye Chen slashed out a sword and attacked the elder Tianmu! 

 

"Lei Huangba Star Sword!" 

 

This sword, when it first started, was calm, like a warm wind, and did not show murderous intent; but in 

the next moment, it sublimated as much as possible, like a tarsal maggot, like a shadow, inevitable! 

 

Elder Tianmu was surprised at first, then furious, and then astonished! 

 

Because of the special nature of this sword, he didn't respond immediately when the sword was 

released, realizing that when the crisis came, it was too late to use his hole cards... 

 

The sword light struck, seemingly invisible, passing through the body of the Tianmu elder, and then 

appeared in the space behind him, the bright sword light burst out, dispelling the darkness under the 

robbery cloud. 

 

The elder Tianmu stood there quietly, that double-eye purple eye was empty, and... endless 

unwillingness! 

 

boom! 

 

When the elder Tianmu's body fell, his vitality was cut off and his soul was shattered when the sword 

light penetrated his body. 

 

One sword, spike! 

 

One of the three types of fascination taught by the Demon Emperor to Ye Chen, the Leihuangba Star 

Sword's supernatural power was used in the thunder robbery, which was most beneficial, coupled with 



the might of the sword, and Ye Chen tried his best, and even burned a little cultivation base. His 

shocking sword killed a great power of Heavenly Dao Palace in the late stage of Slashing Evil Realm! 

 

Taking advantage of the time when the elder Tianmu didn't realize it, this is the time of the sky; the 

environment here makes each other's strengths long and weak, and this is a geographical advantage. 

 

Coupled with the fact that Ye Chen's big hole cards were all out, the death of the Tianmu elder was 

unbelievable, but it was reasonable. 

 

When Elder Tianmu fell, Ye Chen also fell! 

 

The entire power of the Fifth Heavenly Tribulation was unimpeded and directly fell on Ye Chen. 

 

A scorched body climbed up from the ground, Ye Chen was hit hard! 

 

A few sacred pills from Canggu Medical God swallowed into his abdomen. Ye Chen glanced at the corpse 

of Tianmu Elder, the corner of his mouth raised a slight curve, but it quickly disappeared. 

 

But Ye Chen also paid a great price to kill the elder Tianmu in a second. He resisted the fifth heaven 

tribulation and was seriously injured... 

 

Next, trouble! 

 

"Heavenly Dao Palace definitely not only sent this person, one died, other strong people are coming 

soon too, I hope it's still too late." Ye Chen secretly said in his heart. 

 

Rarely, Ye Chen was exhausted and exhausted. 

 

"Boy, concentrate on the tragedy, if it's a last resort, I will wait for my own secret method to help you 

through the storm!" 

 



He seemed to be aware of Ye Chen's difficult situation. At this time, the sound of the six swords and the 

clear wind sounded in his heart. 

 

The power in the tomb of reincarnation is connected with Ye Chen's mind. 

 

Ye Chen pinched out the negative emotions, took a deep breath, and faced the sixth Heavenly 

Tribulation that was about to fall. The Blood Demon Sword that had just raised its might, pointed at the 

sky, and declared war on the Heavenly Tribulation! 

 

... 

 

Outside the poison cave, the four elders of Heavenly Dao Palace, including Elder Suzaku, were in 

extremely shocked! 

 

Just now, they discovered that the fire of life and soul of the elder Tianmu had gone out! 

 

Before leaving, the ten elders exchanged their life and soul fire, which was originally intended for early 

warning and mutual induction. 

 

The fire of life soul is extinguished, which means that the elder Tianmu is dead! 

 

Suddenly, death caught them off guard! 

 

"Tianmu just passed the idea to us, he found the whereabouts of that kid!" 

 

"There is no pause in the death of the soul, not due to a fierce battle. If it is expected, he... was killed by 

a single blow!" 

 

"That kid, he has such a means, he deserves to be the inheritor of the Lord of Samsara!" 

 

In a few words, they quickly determined a fact that was unbelievable but had to accept. 



 

Elder Tianmu died at the hands of Ye Chen. 

 

"Ye Chen must not stay here! Find him, and then I will wait for a few people to make an all-out effort, 

and will not give him the opportunity to use the means!" Elder Vermilion said coldly. 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen tried his best to survive the sixth heavenly catastrophe. 

 

At this time, Ye Chen was wearing armor, with a golden auspicious cloud belt around his waist, and 

wearing battle boots, like a **** of war. 

 

This was the divine armor given by Yu Zhenzi, and it was Ye Chen's greatest protection from the sixth 

heavenly calamity. 

 

"Hey..." Ye Chen sighed lightly, regretting something. 

 

Click! 

 

With a crisp sound, the **** armor shattered and turned into fly ash under the catastrophe. 

 

The protective magic weapon that Yu Zhenzi had spent so many costs was so broken. 

 

Not only that, Ye Chen's injuries were more serious, his aura was scattered, and only 30% of his 

cultivation was left. 

 

Turning the palm of his hand, a pill appeared in Ye Chen's palm. This pill was still spiritual, beating 

endlessly in his palm, as if he wanted to escape, but was wrapped in spiritual power and was in vain. 

 

Nine rounds of reincarnation Dan! 

 



This pill comes from the hands of the ancient medical **** of Cang, and its value is inestimable. Under 

the strong chaos, as long as the soul is not destroyed, a nine-turn reincarnation pill can revive it. 

 

Even the supreme figure of the Chaos Realm  Dan is quite enthusiastic about this! 

 

In the ancient years, every time this pill appeared, it caused countless martial artists to **** wildly. 

 

Refining this kind of heaven-defying level pill was also extremely difficult with the power of Cang ancient 

medical god. 

 

A nine-turn reincarnation pill entered the abdomen, and within ten breaths, Ye Chen recovered from his 

injury and returned to his peak state of heyday! 

 

"I'm not willing to eat this Dan, but I still ate it." 

 

At this moment, the old man's voice sounded in the reincarnation cemetery. 

 

"You stinky boy, cross the catastrophe with peace of mind!" 

 

"If you like to eat, I will give you a hundred or ten pills, so that you can eat this pill like sugar." 

 

Ye Chen was startled, and he was moved a lot in his heart. 

 

Although Lao Cang was stubborn at the beginning, he accepted himself long ago. 

 

This little old man is actually very cute in many cases. 

 

Ye Chen thought of the person whom Lao Cang once said. 

 

The old man saved him, but this person became the old man's demon. 



 

If there is a chance, if this person is met by himself, Ye Chen swears that he will give the head of that 

person to old man! 

 

To return the kindness! 

 

Ye Chen didn't dare to underestimate the next three days of tribulation, and began to use the last hole 

cards. 

 

The longer the Tribulation is brewing, the more terrifying its power will be. 

 

The roaring cloud above the sky collapsed and shrank, rolling endlessly, thunder and lightning roared, 

and it seemed that something terrifying monster was brewing inside. 

 

The seventh heaven tribulation has not yet come down. 

 

Ye Chen took out several other magic weapons: five spirit beads, nine divine swords, and four formation 

flags of different colors. 

 

Lingzhu, divine sword and formation flag flew in all directions, surrounding Ye Chen in the center. 

 

Five Elements Lingzhu Array! 

 

Indestructible sword domain! 

 

The Soul Calling Array! 

 

"I hope this arrangement can gain enough time!" Ye Chen secretly said in his heart. 

 

What did Xiao Huang perceive in the reincarnation cemetery! 



 

Flew out violently! 

Chapter 2626: select 

 

Ye Chen was surprised to find that the cracks in the dome's little yolk grew more and more prosperous. 

 

Even the feeling to Ye Chen might be broken at any time. 

 

The dome Xiaohuang appeared, and after walking around a few times in Ye Chen's body, he flew to the 

enchantment of the poison cave space, suspended and stood in a fierce manner. 

 

The spirit beast and the master are attuned to each other, Ye Chen's arrangement is to resist foreign 

enemies rather than the catastrophe, Xiao Huang is eager to protect the master, but it is also a powerful 

combat force. 

 

Rumble! 

 

Ye Chen raised his head and looked at him. Because of his firm heart, he couldn't help but breathe a sigh 

of relief! 

 

The phantoms of Taotie and other ancient alien beasts wandered endlessly in the robbery cloud, 

blending into the seventh heavenly robbery that was slowly taking shape. 

 

This day of calamity, it is a bit too strong! 

 

Several groups of flames of different colors floated from Ye Chen's body: Qinglian Demon Fire, Profound 

Flame, and Falling Poison Flame! 

 

When he was in Shenjizong's retreat, he refined the Falling Poison Flame! 

 

It's a pity that Emperor Lin's Fire and Primordial Sword Flame still cannot be refined. 



 

However, he could clearly perceive that the flame of the Dantian Seal had decreased. 

 

Although a little unbelievable, he faintly guessed that the disappearing flame should have something to 

do with the blood dragon in the Nine Heavens Dragon Palace. 

 

Ye Chen's face was dignified, his palms closed, and the three flames gathered together under the control 

of his subtle-level power, and merged into one ball. 

 

The palpitating power fluctuations, the color of this blending fire changes, and the shape is also 

uncertain, extremely dangerous! 

 

This kind of power is enough to cause a fatal threat to the power of the late Slashing Evil Realm. 

 

Ye Chen was dripping blood in his heart. This was the treasure he had searched so hard for. In order to 

resist the seventh heavenly catastrophe, he could only consume some. 

 

The void trembles, the power of the heavens comes, and the seventh heaven crashes! 

 

Ye Chen shook his hand, throwing out this group of blending fire towards the robbery, a huge palm then 

grabbed towards the robbery... 

 

Cang Yan destroys the Spirit Palm! 

 

Ye Chen used all his methods to fight the Heavenly Tribulation. At this moment, the space barrier at the 

entrance of the poison cave fluctuated, and four extremely powerful figures stepped out. 

 

Elder Suzaku, Elder Fumo and other four Heavenly Dao Palace Slashing Evil Realm late powers, all 

showed up and gathered their eyes on Ye Chen. 

 

The dome Xiaohuang burst into bloodthirsty craziness, and the fierce beast dashed into these four 

powerhouses without fear of death! 



 

"The pearl of rice, also shines!" 

 

"Not to mention a beast egg!" 

 

The two elders of the Heavenly Dao Palace shot, endless waves of Qi surging! 

 

I thought it could destroy the dome! 

 

Unexpectedly, his own power would be swallowed up by the dome inexplicably! 

 

"bump!" 

 

An extremely terrifying force shook out! 

 

The two Tiandao Palace elders stepped back two steps. 

 

His face changed a lot! 

 

"What kind of monster is this! It has such power!" 

 

An elder of Tiandao Palace was shocked. 

 

Another Tiandao Palace elder's eyes sank: "This dome has thick skin and thick skin. He is delaying time." 

 

"Our task is to obliterate the kid who has not grown up!" 

 

"I used this to suppress the dome! Then let's do it together!" 

 



After speaking, a jade pendant floated out! 

 

The jade pendant carries an extremely powerful power of heaven. 

 

Instantly bound the dome yolk. 

 

Xiao Huang wanted to struggle, desperately hitting the surrounding restraints. 

 

The other two attacked Ye Chen without delay. 

 

The three great divine formations were aroused, and the two elders snorted disdainfully and started to 

dismantle the formation. 

 

... 

 

Before the seventh calamity fell, reincarnation cemetery. 

 

Several powerful men who have been awakened are projecting their divine minds, gathered together, 

discussing something. 

 

"This time... the crisis that this kid is about to face is probably unprecedented. This time, Tiandao Palace 

is determined to kill Ye Chen!" Canggu doctor said divinely. 

 

"He has been seriously injured, and the last three ways of the Taixu destroying the world and thundering 

robbery will be difficult to get through! Maybe I should make a move." Feng Qingyang sighed. 

 

He Cang, the ancient medical **** who had always had enmity and resentment in the ancient years, 

was also a rare appearance this time, his face was cold and he didn't say a word. 

 

The violent overlord, sword eyebrows and star eyes, a sound of righteousness, unfathomable breath. 



 

The eyes of the crowd finally gathered on Six Dao Sword Shenfeng Qingyang. 

 

"Everyone, why look at me like this?" Feng Qingyang smiled freely. Although it was a question, he was 

not surprised, and he had an answer long ago. 

 

"In addition to leveraging with him, we can help him with the secret...there is only that one, Six Dao, 

have you really thought about it?" Canggu Medical God asked. 

 

"It's just that the divine mind has dissipated. This divine mind has survived from ancient times to the 

present, enough!" 

 

The six swords of the **** wind cleared the words, and looked at a tombstone that had inspired Xiao 

Huang with a smile but a smile, and said: "You have been up and down for so long, awakened in 

advance, and give that Xiao Huang blood from Kunlun Xu to now, at this moment, I'm afraid it's the 

same thought, right?" 

 

"Your strength is about the same." 

 

Suddenly, the violent overlord stepped forward: "I am most uncomfortable with this kind of thing! The 

wrath of the heavens has come like this! Too much deception!" 

 

After the Kuangwu Overlord finished speaking, he said to the ancient medical **** Canggu: "The ancient 

medical **** Canggu, your grievances and grievances are not counted for the time being. Your medical 

skills and the accumulated humanity and face are more useful than your life, and you will save it for a 

useful body. You don’t have to wait for me that kid, I still need you." 

 

The ancient doctor **** Cang was slightly startled, but did not speak. 

 

Feng Qingyang smiled slightly, and said, "I don't have much strength anymore. I have to go ahead. If I 

disappear, I will leave this kid's troubles to you in the future." 

 



The madman overlord nodded: "He is also a disciple of this seat. Although he has not apprented a 

teacher, I like the character of this kid, and this kid is the lord of reincarnation, so I should protect him." 

 

At this time, the reincarnation cemetery that seemed to be true and virtual was suddenly vivid. 

 

this is…… 

 

As the owner of the reincarnation cemetery, Ye Chen is a sign of crisis! 

 

Feng Qingyang said no more, a ray of divine light flew out of their tombstones and fell into their bodies. 

 

And in the outside world. 

 

Feng Qingyang's original illusory figure became solid, and his aura became extremely powerful! 

 

This is a short-lived eruption at the cost of burning divine consciousness with the help of the mysterious 

power of the reincarnation cemetery! 

 

This...is their last secret method, sacrifice one's life and become benevolence! 

 

The roar shook the sky, and the big egg Xiaohuang broke the shackles and wound an elder of the 

Heavenly Dao Palace in the middle. Fiery flames spewed out from the cracks of the big egg, attacking at 

any cost! 

 

Faced with this level of attack, the elder only stimulated the spiritual power of the body protection, a 

red palm shot out, and Xiao Huang instantly retreated! Then rush out again! 

 

The target of Xiao Huang's attack was the strongest of the four: Elder Suzaku! 

 

This elder Suzaku didn't know what method he used, and the suppression of his cultivation base was 

loosened here. The power of a palm had the power of the nine levels of Slashing Evil Realm! 



 

Not only him, but the other three elders of the Heavenly Dao Palace also exploded with the power of 

the late Slashing Evil Realm. 

 

Huh! 

 

A ray of sword light slashed down at the dome Xiaohuang, who couldn't avoid it, and the dome had a 

deep sword mark. 

 

Not broken yet! 

Chapter 2627: combustion 

 

Xiao Huang was angry! 

 

How could he be so embarrassed if it were not bound by the dome! 

 

He was fed up with this dark world! 

 

He is fed up with this outside restraint! 

 

He even hoped that the elders of these Heavenly Dao Palace would break him open with a single sword! 

 

Set him free! 

 

Xiao Huang could barely hold the two elders now. 

 

The Elder Gorefiend and the other elder went straight to Ye Chen as if they were in the realm of no one 

among the three great gods. 

 



At this time, Ye Chendu's seventh heavenly calamity was at its final juncture, and the condensed 

foundation of the three major flames counteracted most of the heavenly calamity's might. The moment 

before the heavenly disaster's power submerged it again, Ye Chen Mind moved... 

 

The Five Elements Spirit Orb bloomed with dazzling light, four ancient artifacts surrounded the elder 

Fumo, and the flag filled with death surrounded the other elder... 

 

Then, the Lingzhu burst, the Divine Sword collapsed, and the formation flag exploded! 

 

Ancient artifacts can't stop the enemy, so they can be treated as a one-time consumable. The purpose is 

not to hurt the enemy, but to buy time! 

 

It's a long story, but in fact all of this happened in just a few breaths. 

 

"Suzaku Hand!" 

 

"Fu Mohuang kill!" 

 

"Cover that ghost!" 

 

"Jade Ding Yin!" 

 

The four elders removed the obstacles, Qi Qi issued a peerless blow to Ye Chen! 

 

Almost at the same time that the remaining power of the tribulation submerged Ye Chen, the full blow 

of the late Four Great Slashing Realm also enveloped Ye Chen! 

 

The four types of magical powers made the heavens and the earth eclipsed. The power of the heavens is 

already terrifying. When locked by the heavens, Ye Chen is even more unavoidable... 

 



Elder Suzaku and Elder Fumo looked at the core of the storm, where Ye Chen was located, with a 

leisurely expression, as if they had crushed a small bug casually and didn't care. 

 

"It's not in vain to be the inheritor of the Lord of Reincarnation if we can die under the cooperation of 

the four of us." Elder Suzaku stood with his hands and smiled. 

 

The other three people also nodded their heads. Under their perception, Ye Chen's breath had 

dissipated, and he couldn't die anymore. 

 

"wrong……" 

 

The smile at the corner of Elder Suzaku's mouth suddenly stopped, and he looked up at the sky, his 

expression slightly changed. 

 

The Thunder Tribulation of Tai Xu destroys the world has not yet ended. The power of the eighth 

calamity is brewing... 

 

This means that the person who crossed the Tribulation not only survived, but also survived the Seventh 

Tribulation! 

 

Elder Zhuque flickered murderously in his eyes, and after a brief shock, he slapped a palm in Ye Chen's 

direction. 

 

The red hand that covers the sky reappears, this is the supernatural power of the elder Suzaku: Suzaku 

hand! 

 

At this time, the remaining power of the tribulation completely dissipated, revealing Ye Chen's figure. 

 

Facing the powerful blow of the elder Vermillion Bird, the pinnacle power of the slashing state, Ye Chen 

did not evade, the Qinglian Tiantian Sword appeared out of thin air, shook his heart, slashed out with a 

sword, and six sword lights greeted the big hand. . 

 



With the sword coming out, every word of shocking sword light rose into the sky, piercing the sky! 

 

"Slashing the sky with a sword!" 

 

"Fen Tian Yi Jian!" 

 

"Eternal Thunder Sword!" 

 

"The Sword of Killing the Devil!" 

 

"Nine Heavens Punishment Sword!" 

 

"Nether Demon Zhu Tianjian!" 

 

"Disciple, you are optimistic, this is Six Swords! But it is not yet unified." 

 

The six sword lights were almost in no particular order, slashing towards these powerful poisonous 

beasts. This is... 

 

The Sword of the Six Paths! 

 

The ultimate sword! 

 

This meaning of martial arts is above the kingdom of God. 

 

Even close to the upper bound! 

 

Feng Qingyang's cultivation base may not be the highest in the kingdom of God! 

 



But his understanding of the sword has surpassed many top swordsmen in the Kingdom of God! 

 

This is the six sword gods! 

 

And this power that shook the world is the peerless sword move from the six sword gods, the ultimate 

sword, used here, just right! 

 

The sword of the Six Paths, destroys evil, is upright and strong, and is a wide range of destructive 

swordsmanship, with one as six, without fear of siege. 

 

The sword light passed through the sky, and after the sword fell, I saw that the poisonous aura formed 

by the poisonous light, poisonous rain, poisonous powder, etc. had been wiped out, Ye Chen was 

unscathed, and the body that stood with his head upright was extremely dazzling. 

 

And this... is just the beginning! 

 

With a few explosions, the sword intent affected some poisonous beasts, and several stern unwilling 

roars made the poisonous beast's body fragmented and cut off from its vitality. 

 

And the ultimate direction of Jianyi is the elder of Tiandao Palace! 

 

Sword of the Six Ways vs. Suzaku Hand! 

 

The big hand, which was purely condensed from energy, was blocked by six sword beams, the sword 

aura was vertical and horizontal, and the palm was instantly fragmented. 

 

"This is impossible!" Elder Suzaku was finally moved and lost his voice. 

 

Xiao Huang also noticed Ye Chen, whose expression was also incredulous at this moment. 

 

"the host?" 



 

"It's not the master's breath... what's the matter?" 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen was surrounded by an illusory power, and the sword beams in his eyes were 

shining, but he lacked agility, and still lacked the aura of soul. 

 

And this is also the reason why Elder Suzaku and others judged that Ye Chen was dead. 

 

Moreover, the blow that Ye Chen exploded just now, the power of the sword of the Six Paths, can even 

equal the power of the elder Suzaku, the pinnacle slashing state, and it is definitely far beyond its own 

strength. 

 

An inexplicable breath seemed to "waking up" in Ye Chen's body, replacing his original consciousness. 

 

"This is... Six Sword Gods?" 

 

"The wind is clear?" 

 

"how is this possible!" 

 

Elder Suzaku and others "recognized" this breath all exclaimed. 

 

The famous six sword gods, but the princes of the last era! 

 

Missing for countless years, the legendary character who is rumored to have fallen, is not dead yet? 

 

Moreover, he would "possess himself" on Ye Chen in this weird state. 

 

"For thousands of years, I see the sun again, but I never thought it would be in this way..." 

 



The voice of the six sword **** Feng Qingyang sounded, and after a sigh, the tone changed and turned 

into a cold, "Everyone, my apprentice who moved my Feng Qingyang, have you asked about the sword 

in my hand?" 

 

Elder Suzaku and others recovered from the shock. 

 

Elder Fumo coldly snorted: "It turned out to be a ray of divine thoughts, and the wind is clear. If you are 

in full bloom, we may still be afraid. As for now, hehe! Don't pretend to be gods and ghosts!" 

 

Elder Suzaku frowned. For some reason, he felt a little uneasy. 

 

"The price of being strong is a complete fall. Six ways, give you a chance, now stop, we will let you go 

away, you think about it, is this... worth it?" 

 

The four elders flickered and surrounded "Ye Chen" in the middle. 

 

The moment the four elders jointly attacked him, Ye Chen was about to fight for his life, and the 

reincarnation cemetery actively resonated with him, and then his consciousness was drawn into it. At 

the critical moment, the six sword gods "take over" his body. 

 

Moreover, the six sword gods used secret methods to burn the power of divine consciousness, and 

forcibly received a combined blow from the four of them to protect him. 

 

Knowing the decision of the six sword gods from Canggu Medical God, Ye Chen returned to 

consciousness. 

 

"Master, no!" Ye Chen said anxiously. 

 

He already knew that the six sword gods could maintain this state for a short time, and he also knew 

what Master planned to do next... 

Chapter 2628: coming! 

 



"Do it!" 

 

Elder Suzaku yelled, and the four elders once again attacked Ye Chen, and the six swords that were 

attached to Ye Chen raised their spirits! 

 

The illusory power that enveloped Ye Chen gathered together into the figure of six sword gods. 

 

With a kindly free and easy smile, six heaven-shaking sword intent appeared, and the breezy spirit 

burned out the last brilliance... 

 

"Ye Chen, my disciple, just now it was just an appetizer. I have been following you as a teacher these 

days, but at this moment I have discovered the way of sword intent. Now I will teach you one last time 

for the teacher: six ways in one, the ultimate sword, look at this The real power!" 

 

The sword moves for nine days, a vision of heaven and earth! 

 

At this moment, even Heavenly Tribulation looked pale under the might of this sword... 

 

Sword energy swept in all directions, and the space rippled and shattered under the power of this blow. 

 

In the late stage of the Four Great Slashing Realm, the suppressed four Heavenly Dao Palace elders were 

crushed and crushed by the strength of their full blows, and then their bodies were also submerged by 

sword energy... 

 

A figure quickly flees toward the depths of the poison cave. It is the elder Suzaku, whose clothes are 

broken and whose breath is weak enough to be under the Taixu realm, vomiting blood, bringing a long 

line of blood in the air. 

 

The elder Fumo and others are no longer moving, their bodies are shattered, and even the souls are 

wiped out by the ultimate sword, and those who die cannot die again. 

 

"Master!" Ye Chen shouted in sorrow, his voice stern. 



 

The spirit of the six swords, the spirit of clear wind, when the ultimate sword was shot, it also burned 

completely, dissipating in the world. 

 

"Hey...the deceased is just like this, besides, it's just divine intent, don't let the sacrifice of the Six Paths 

be let down, Ye Chen, concentrate on surviving the catastrophe." 

 

"In the future, there may be a chance to meet the true body of Liudao." 

 

"You are the hope of a hundred of us." 

 

With a soft sigh, a figure appeared. 

 

Ye Chen was slightly startled. 

 

This figure is not the ancient medicine god, it is not the overlord of wild martial arts, nor is it that new 

power! 

 

It's the tombstone that gave Xiaohuang power in Kunlun Xu! 

 

Ye Chen discovered that there was a line of text on the tombstone that had not been noticed. 

 

"Xiao Ling." 

 

At this moment, Xiao Huang also discovered something, and fell silent. 

 

It's like waiting for some ceremony. 

 

Although Ye Chen had a lot of doubts, he still said: 

 



"Senior, you go back, go back to the reincarnation cemetery! I beg you!" 

 

"I can!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were full of blood and tears, and his voice was crying. 

 

Xiao Ling was relieved, but shook his head and said: "I can't go back. The moment I decided to leave the 

cemetery with Liudao Shennian, the result is already doomed. I can't hold on for long..." 

 

"My departure can make Xiao Huang truly break his shell." 

 

Divine Sense left the reincarnation cemetery and came here with Ye Chen as the medium. The Six Sword 

Gods and his mind had already begun to collapse. Even if they did not burn the power of Divine Sense, 

they would surely disperse. 

 

"senior……" 

 

"Don't let the time go! Don't you want the six ways to dissipate?!" Xiao Ling shouted, interrupting Ye 

Chen. 

 

The eighth heavenly tribulation has condensed to the end, turned out to be a huge eye. 

 

"The Eye of Heaven! It turned out to be the legendary tribulation! This is the eighth way...you have to be 

careful, we can help you outside the tribulation, this tribulation... can only rely on yourself!" Ling looked 

solemn, and said to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen gritted his teeth and got up, his mind settled, his spiritual power was running, ready to cross the 

catastrophe. 

 

The Seventh Heavenly Tribulation of Shicai came first, and Ye Chen relied on his own strength to get 

through it safely; then the elders of the Four Heavenly Dao Palaces jointly shot it down, and the Six 

Sword Gods stopped it. 



 

Because the fire of fusion offset most of the power of the tribulation, the seventh tribulation caused Ye 

Chen to be slightly injured. 

 

"The law of combustion, stimulate the blood..." 

 

The giant eye in the sky had locked Ye Chen, and the power of the "Eye of Heaven" gave Ye Chen a sense 

of extreme danger. At this time, Ye Chen did not hesitate to use the trump card that would damage the 

foundation. 

 

Ye Chen pinched the tactics with both hands, the power of the law of the whole body surged, the law of 

killing, the law of destruction, the law of space, the law of time and other initial control rules condensed 

to protect his body and strengthen his combat power. 

 

After burning the power of the law, there will be "loopholes" in the cultivation base, and the strength 

will inevitably drop. 

 

But the power of the law can be restored, and in time, it can be restored. 

 

What this utterly vanishing world Lei Jie wants is Ye Chen's life, everything is to save his life! 

 

Ye Chen has now awakened the "Red Dust Divine Veins" and "Lingfeng Divine Veins" in the blood of 

reincarnation. The power of stimulating the blood vessels can greatly increase combat power, but the 

hidden dangers are great after the use, and it cannot be used easily when it is not necessary to fight. 

 

"Come!" Xiao Ling stared at the Taoist Eye that day, his expression nervous and worried about Ye Chen. 

 

Different from the big movements of the previous days of heavenly tribulation, this terrifying eighth 

heavenly tribulation does not contain fireworks, nor is it accompanied by thunder and lightning. 

 

I saw a faint light flying out of those huge eyes. It seemed to be extremely slow, but it seemed to break 

through the space. In the next instant, it directly sank into Ye Chen's head! 



 

"The Eye of Heaven, from the inside out, burns the soul, if this catastrophe is not passed, it will be the 

end of the immediate destruction. This is not the final catastrophe. Vigorous!" 

 

Xiao Ling sighed, then thought of something, looking at Ye Chen, his expression was slightly relaxed. 

 

"The Lord of Samsara, even if it is the Heavenly Dao that manipulates sentient beings, he is afraid, I will 

wait and see what you can do!" 

 

In the world of knowledge of the sea, that ray of light slashed to Ye Chen's soul! 

 

There is no slight power fluctuation in this light, it seems to be the concrete manifestation of the will of 

the heavens, ignoring the defense, directly targeting the soul, especially deadly! 

 

The response made by Ye Chen worked. The spiritual power in the sea of knowledge is useless, and the 

physical defense is even more ineffective. However, the power of the law and the power of the blood 

originate from the inner self, which can resist the light of heaven! 

 

Two colors of light emerged, one light yellow and one cyan. This is the manifestation of the bloodlines of 

Chi Chen and Ling Feng inspired by Ye Chen. The power of the bloodlines enveloped him like armor, 

protecting the soul in it and stopping it. That repeats the light. 

 

The light of heaven is like a thin needle, and the power of blood veins sinks like a balloon, but the power 

of blood is unable to offset the power of light of heaven, so it will burst when you see it... 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen's soul stood up, his hands were sealed, and several vast invisible auras 

fluctuated. 

 

The laws of killing, destruction, death, and time condensed and turned into a ray of light in the palm of 

Ye Chen's soul, which was exactly the same as the light that day, but with the addition of black and red 

colors. 

 



Ye Chen "pinched" the law to the top of his head, the force of the law against the power of heaven, the 

two touched, and then melted away every inch! 

 

Rumble! 

 

Ye Chen's knowledge of the sea was turbulent, and this kind of "Dao" level confrontation almost caused 

his knowledge of the sea to collapse. 

 

At last…… 

 

A ray of light penetrated into Ye Chen's soul, but it was the light that surpassed the law that day, and 

broke through the protection of the power of reincarnation blood, and penetrated into Ye Chen's soul! 

Chapter 2629: Add blockage 

 

Ye Chen's soul made a crisp sound, like porcelain shattering, and the power of heaven caused great 

damage to his soul. 

 

In the real world, Ye Chen's body shook, and his complexion was instantly pale, and the whole person 

seemed to be seriously ill, suddenly becoming weak! 

 

"After all, I took it..." Ye Chen grinned at Xiao Ling with a bitter smile. 

 

Then, Ye Chen took out a pill and took it, this pill can heal the wounds of the soul. 

 

Heavenly Dao caused great damage to Ye Chen's soul, and this sacred pill could only temporarily 

suppress the injury, unable to heal him immediately. 

 

In order to help Ye Chen to survive the Taixu Heavenly Tribulation safely, Canggu Medical God prepared 

a variety of pills for him early, which almost emptied his family. 

 

"Good, good!" 



 

Xiao Ling did not hesitate to admire, and suddenly his smile stopped and looked into the distance. 

 

That was the direction in the depths of the poison cave. He felt that several powerful breaths were 

approaching here quickly. 

 

The comer...not good! 

 

"I can't see you go through this last tribulation with my own eyes. What's more regrettable is that I can't 

personally show the most proud blow of my life in front of you like the Six Paths!" 

 

Having said that, Xiao Ling flew up and flew towards the enemy, leaving only his back, absolutely 

stalwart! 

 

Let's stop the enemy and block the robbery for Ye Chen! 

 

During the flight, the starlight behind fell on the little yellow dome. 

 

"Senior!!!" Ye Chen's eyes rolled out of blood and tears, watching Xiao Ling leave. 

 

The Ninth Heavenly Tribulation came faster than expected, and an illusory face emerged. 

 

This is... the shadow of heaven! 

 

At the same time, the little yellow dome that had been silent for a long time cracked. 

 

A giant beast full of red and blue flames appeared. 

 

Hatched out. 

 



This is Xiao Huang's new life. 

 

Xiao Huang was surrounded by a special air current. 

 

This airflow is very special. 

 

It's like something produced by the beginning of chaos. 

 

Moreover, there is a stronger thundercloud faintly brewing above the sky. 

 

Ye Chen was slightly startled when he saw this scene. 

 

Now my thunder robbery is extremely terrifying! 

 

If you add Xiao Huang's present life, he and Xiao Huang will die! 

 

"Boy, bring this little thing back to the reincarnation cemetery! He can't live now! Absolutely!" 

 

The voice of Canggu Medical God sounded. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes sank, no longer hesitating, the reincarnation cemetery directly sucked the sleeping baby 

into it. 

 

That other terrifying thundercloud gradually dissipated. 

 

At the same time, underground poisonous cave. 

 

The four elders of the Heavenly Dao Palace exuding powerful aura fluctuations rushed out from the 

depths of the poison cave. 



 

These four people, under the leadership of the "Extreme Yin Han Ancestor", went directly to the depths 

of the poison cave. After receiving the news a moment ago, they were ordered to go to kill the Lord of 

Reincarnation. 

 

The Reincarnation Stele is certainly important! 

 

But the death of the Lord of Samsara is more important. 

 

However, the powerful people in the late stage of the Four Great Slashing Evil Realm did not know what 

they encountered in the depths of the poison cave. They looked embarrassed. One of them was still 

unsteady. A fist-sized wound penetrated his chest and suffered a serious injury. . 

 

"Damn, I didn't expect that there was an ancient battlefield hidden here. The Reincarnation Profound 

Monument was not found, but we had a bad luck first!" The wounded elder flew and cursed again and 

again. 

 

"Let's just say a few words. Although those ancient war spirits are dead and not stiff, they are tricky and 

difficult to deal with, but they can only be regarded as minor troubles. They don't need to fight to death, 

at least their lives are worry-free. I don't know that day. What powerful enemy he encountered, he has 

died out." 

 

Another elder said with emotion. 

 

"Could it be Li Fan's hand?" Someone raised a guess. 

 

There are many powerful people in the Duye Palace entering the Cold Poison City, and they are the 

strong enemy of the Heavenly Dao Palace here. 

 

"Li Fanyi was personally staring at him. Before the poison tablet was found, he couldn't turn over any 

waves. I think something happened to that kid." 

 



Several other people also agreed. Although they were dismissive of the strength of that kid outside, the 

identity of the "Inheritor of the Lord of Reincarnation" had increased their attention to Ye Chen by 

several levels. 

 

To be on the safe side, the four did not immediately choose to support when they received the news of 

the death of Elder Tianmu. 

 

"The breath of heaven... not far ahead!" 

 

Several people were shocked and their speed increased. 

 

A slightly illusory figure suddenly appeared, blocking the way. 

 

"Divine Mind?" 

 

"This breath! It seems familiar! It is actually Xiao Ling!" 

 

Xiao Ling didn't have a word, but with the aura of seeing death as home, he burned his spirit, and his 

power swept a few people like a wave! 

 

In an instant, it turned into countless beasts! 

 

Like the king who controls endless beasts! 

 

A generation of supreme, even if the divine mind dissipates, it will be vigorous! 

 

... 

 

Above the clouds at high altitude, "Extreme Yin Han Ancestor" Xuan Yuan Han looked down at the 

ground. 



 

At the moment Xiao Ling started his hand, his mouth moved, and the power of curse appeared, trying to 

save people. 

 

The strange thing was that the cultivation base Xuanyuan Han used at this moment was close to Chaos, 

and his cultivation base was not suppressed. 

 

The tyrannical curse power fell, and suddenly the space shook, and a picture scroll appeared. The 

mountains and rivers in the painting seemed to be alive, and a whirlpool appeared, swallowing and 

absorbing the curse power. 

 

In the picture scroll, a long river rolled, the power of curse was assimilated, and the full blow that was 

close to chaos was easily eliminated. 

 

"Huangquantu...Li Fanyi!" Xuanyuanhan's expression suddenly turned gloomy, coldly snorted  the 

ground, the four elders of the Heavenly Dao Palace had been swallowed by Xiao Ling's sea of beasts, 

suffering and died. 

 

Huang Quantu flew high into the sky and fell into the hands of a person who had just appeared. This 

person was dressed in ordinary clothes, looked ordinary, and had an evil smile on his face. It was the 

deputy head of Duye Hall: Li Fanyi! 

 

"Shadow of Heavenly Dao...I have long heard that your destined enemy of Heavenly Dao Palace is 

reappearing, but I never thought that it is a junior in the Taixu realm." Li Fan locked Xuanyuanhan with 

his mind and said. 

 

Ye Chen crossed the catastrophe at the entrance of the poison cave, and the huge movement caused by 

the thunder catastrophe of the illusion of the world had already alarmed the powerful people and big 

people here. 

 

It is not surprising that Li Fanyi was attracted, in fact, there are not a few strong people who are paying 

attention to Ye Chen now. 

 

But when Li Fan tried to "help" Ye Chen, Xuanyuan Han was puzzled and angry! 



 

"The remnants of the sinner, just a mere inheritor, the enemy of fate? He is far from qualified!" 

 

Xuanyuanhan's voice was cold and sullen, "It's you, you rescued him, can I understand that you are 

declaring war with my Tiandao Palace?" 

 

"I admit that you are an invincible genius, capable of killing enemies across huge realms." 

 

"But Heavenly Dao Palace is in charge of the existence of the Kingdom of God!" 

 

... 

 

"Haha...Xuanyuanhan, others are afraid of your Heavenly Dao Palace, I am not afraid of crossing the 

Yedian Palace, after all, the dead can keep secrets, right, put away your set, if you want to fight, I will 

accompany you!" 

 

Li Fan was eager to fight, and took the initiative to choose the rhythm of things. 

 

This person is normal on the surface, but in fact the temperament is extreme. This time he carried the 

treasure of Duyedian Zhenzong, a map of Huangquan at the level of absolute weapon, which is even 

more domineering. 

 

Taking Xuanyuanhan's blow was not to help Ye Chen deliberately. 

 

The cultivator who can inspire the shadow of the heavenly path, the inheritor of the Lord of Samsara, 

the mortal enemy of the heavenly path... 

 

Li Fan was on a whim, deliberately adding blockage to the Heavenly Dao Palace. 

Chapter 2630: face 

 

... 



 

"Master...Great kindness, Ye Chen will never forget it in my life, you will wait...One day, I will step onto 

the Heavenly Dao Palace and save your body!" 

 

"You say I am the hope of your hundred people." 

 

"I will never let you down!" 

 

Ye Chen had already sensed the last blow before Xiao Ling dissipated. 

 

Xiao Ling is the power of the reincarnation cemetery where he has seen the fewest times. 

 

But so dedicated. 

 

He was moved. 

 

Perhaps it was Xiao Ling's disappearance that completed Xiao Huang's reincarnation and transformation. 

 

Ye Chen secretly made up his mind to temporarily suppress the pain and unwillingness to the bottom of 

his heart. 

 

The top priority now is to get through the last catastrophe. 

 

This illusory face above the head is so majestic that it cannot be described in words, because this is the 

concrete manifestation of the heavenly way, to a certain extent, this is a clone of the heavenly way! 

 

Heaven manifests time in human form, which is a rare event in thousands of years. 

 

This means that Ye Chen is not tolerated by the Heavenly Dao, and at the end of the Heavenly 

Tribulation, the Heavenly Dao "personally" did it to kill him in growth. 



 

The illusory face opened his eyelids, and those eyes "looked" towards Ye Chen. 

 

"Huh, huh!" 

 

Ye Chen suddenly had difficulty breathing, his mind was upset, and there seemed to be endless 

distractions. 

 

Can't stop it! Absolutely unstoppable! 

 

Ye Chen suddenly gave birth to this hunch, like an ant facing an elephant, the feeling of powerlessness 

and despair makes people unable to even think of struggling! 

 

Heaven is above everything, stronger than everything, how can ordinary creatures resist. 

 

"Reincarnation Profound Stele! Reincarnation Cemetery! Only the power of "Reincarnation" can fight 

this catastrophe!" 

 

That day Dao Ren's face was suddenly blocked by a finger, that is, Tian Dao made a move, and a finger 

fell from the sky and pointed towards Ye Chen. 

 

Just a ray of light from the sky made Ye Chen almost collapsed, the power of this finger... 

 

Even if Ye Chen's cultivation level is raised to a greater level, facing this finger, there is absolutely no 

reason to escape. 

 

At the critical juncture of life hanging by a thread, Ye Chen suddenly developed a kind of comprehension 

in his heart, that was the last struggle to survive from death, and the last ray of hope for his biggest hole 

card. 

 

So Ye Chen tried to communicate with the profound monument of reincarnation, summoning that 

mysterious power... 



 

Om, hum, hum! 

 

Several places in the Great Thousand World have manifestations. 

 

Shenjizong, Zi Ning, who was retreating in the back mountain, suddenly opened her beautiful eyes, and 

a reincarnation profound monument appeared from her body, and a large "spirit" flashed light, seeming 

to be responding to a certain call. 

 

"Ye Chen..." Zi Ning muttered and called out this dreamlike name. 

 

Although the "spirit" stele of the Reincarnation Profound Stele belongs to her, the true owner is Ye 

Chen. 

 

In a certain jedi in the ancient battlefield deep in the poison cave, the word "poison" suddenly burst into 

light, and it was immediately locked in position by many powerful abilities. 

 

"Poison Tablet! In that direction, let's go quickly!" 

 

Numerous powerhouses were suddenly crazy, and the breath of powerhouses that shook the sky and 

the earth emerged, rushing to the position of the poisonous tablet. 

 

The two powerhouses Xuanyuanhan and Li Fanyi who were facing each other also changed slightly. 

 

Li Fan turned away without reluctance, and said with a sneer: "Xuanyuanhan, you and I will fight another 

day! Hahaha, it's you, are you going to grab the poisonous word monument or kill the kid who is 

crossing the catastrophe?" 

 

Xuanyuanhan glanced unwillingly at Ye Chen's direction, and said to himself: "Even if you get through 

the tribulation by chance, once you get the Poison Character Tablet, you will have no way to go to the 

sky and no way into the earth!" 

 



The abnormal movement of the Poison Character Tablet made Ye Chen's "human calamity" threat 

temporarily disappear. 

 

... 

 

dust! wind! inflammation! spirit! 

 

The four great reincarnation monuments that Ye Chen had seen each responded, four-colored rays of 

light descended from the sky, and four mysterious auras appeared. 

 

But the biggest vision came from the Poison Character Tablet. The endless poisonous gas and spiritual 

power in the Poison Cave seemed to be attracted, and a big "Poison" word came over Ye Chen's head! 

 

At this moment, the physical and spiritual suppression caused by Tiandao's gaze on Ye Chen 

disappeared, Ye Chen was overjoyed, and his spirit was shocked. 

 

Facing the ninth calamity, the mysterious reincarnation monument really worked. 

 

But in the next moment, Ye Chen's mood repeated again, and his heart sank to the bottom... 

 

The finger still fell steadily, and the poisonous word collapsed, and the power of the four-color 

mysterious stele was wiped out without even a breath of effort. 

 

"Reincarnation cemetery! Masters, bless my body and help me survive this catastrophe!" 

 

Ye Chen ditched the reincarnation cemetery, and immediately received responses from the ancient 

masters. 

 

Kuangwu Overlord and Canggu Medical God glanced at each other. 

 

Only calm this time. 



 

There is no hatred. 

 

"My arrogant overlord, I will do my best to heaven today!" 

 

"Canggu Medical God, let's compare and see who can suppress Heavenly Dao, haha!" 

 

"I won't lose you, my ancient medicine god, let the world see Cangzhen enter the world! Beware of the 

mad martial master! My golden needle technique can't lose your martial arts!" 

 

This time, Canggu Medical God and Kuangwu Overlord did not even quarrel! 

 

It's a concerted effort! Face everything! 

 

Any grudges are more important than Ye Chen! 

 

In the cemetery of reincarnation, there was a sudden storm, and a mysterious power seemed to 

override everything and appeared in the cemetery. 

 

This is the power of reincarnation! 

 

This is the power awakened by the strong thoughts of the ancient strong men who are united in the 

cemetery. 

 

But there was no movement in the deepest stone pillar. 

 

But a phantom appeared faintly. 

 

If Ye Chen pays attention, he will definitely find that this person is the responsibility of that monstrous 

power! 



 

He is the strongest person Ye Chen has seen so far! 

 

One thought can destroy this world. 

 

But... why didn't he make a move? 

 

The man's breath is resolute, the whole body is extremely mysterious, he looked at all this indifferently, 

and muttered: "Boy, this is what you want to experience." 

 

"This game of chess, but it has just begun." 

 

... 

 

Hum! 

 

The phantom of the reincarnation cemetery appeared around Ye Chen, and countless figures were also 

projected. The power of the mysterious reincarnation condensed into a fist, and immediately ran 

towards the finger that day. 

 

The fingers of Heaven also seemed to encounter a natural enemy, and even Jiang Jie Yu Ye Chen couldn't 

care about it for a while, changed direction, and ran towards the fist of reincarnation! 

 

Above the sky, the illusory face that had brewed a finger of Heaven was dissipating, and suddenly his 

eyelids were opened again. 

 

"Reincarnation!" 

 

Tiandao's face actually spoke! 

 



One punch and one finger  Two kinds of "Tao" that exceed the rules collide together, the void collapses, 

and the atmosphere of chaos is filled. 

 

Everything returned to the beginning, turned into nothingness, and a small piece of space was turned 

into chaos! 

 

This is the destructive power that can only be caused by the legendary Chaos Realm Supreme Power. 

 

The power of heaven slowly dissipated, the phantom in the cemetery disappeared, and the face of the 

Taoist in the sky gradually disappeared. 

 

The Ninth Heavenly Tribulation has finally passed, and this horrible thunder Tribulation is over! 

 

Ye Chen let out a long howl, not so excited, but with a sense of rejoicing. 

 

After the tribulation, Ye Chen's cultivation level did not increase, because he was incompatible with the 

way of heaven, so naturally he would not have a gift from heaven. 

 

However, the perception of martial arts and the control of power belonging to the level of the Taixu 

realm have naturally improved. If time is digested, Ye Chen's strength will be greatly improved. 

 

"Boy, you finally made it through." 

 

"If you don't survive, we will dissipate." 

 

Lao Cang sat in the reincarnation cemetery, panting and said. 

 

What surprised Ye Chen was that at this moment, Canggu Medical God and Kuangwu Overlord were 

back to back. 

 

"Old man, old man, you..." 



 

Before Ye Chen finished speaking, the two quickly separated. 

 

Kuangwu Overlord coughed a few times: "Canggu Medical God, I will settle accounts with you when I 

leave here." 

 

The ancient medical **** Cang did not show weakness either: "I am not afraid of you." 

 

Ye Chen smiled happily: "You still want face so much." 

 

After that, Ye Chen's eyes fell on Xiao Huang. 

 

The chaotic light on Xiao Huang's body became more and more intense. 

 

Ye Chen knew that Xiao Huang wanted to be completely reborn. 

 

The last step is needed. 

 

Take the thunder as yourself. 

 

But now, Ji Lin and the poison monument are the most important. 

 

He no longer hesitated, disappeared in one step, and left here. 

 


